TWO-WEEK LOAN COpy
Th' is a library Circulating Copy The nature of energy transfer changes radically, however, when molecules are scattered from a layer of adsorbed diatomic or polyatomic molecules, such as carbon monoxide or acetylene. In this paper we report on molecular beam scattering studies from these adsorbed layers on the platinum (Ill) crystal face. Invariably, atoms or diatomic molecules undergo complete thermal accommodation when scattered from -2-an adsorbed layer ~f carbon monoxide, as indicated by the cosine like angular distribution of the scattered beams. These studies indicate that energy exchange in the molecular bea~surface scattering process is predominantly via the TB-V S mechanism and that the low frequency localized bending modes of the absorbed molecules are likely to be responsible for the efficient energy transfer.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The apparatus used in these scattering studies has been described 4 very briefly previously.
For detailed information about the extensive 5 modifications to the original apparatus, see,reference 6. Briefly, the apparatus is an ultra-high vacuum scattering chamber fitted with low energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics, Auger electron spectrometer (AES) and a rotatable mass spectrometer detector, attached to two diffusion pumped chambers for forming and modulating a molecular Rotational energy transfer (~-Vs) is expected to be rapid and complete
.'
for both incident CO and N2 molecules even with the clean platinum surfaces. It should be noted that the scattering experiments from an adsorbed co layer were carried out at 300 0 K while from a clean platinum surface, at or above 500 o K. This higher temperature was necessary to avoid contamination of the clean crYstal surface by CO, which is ever present in the ultra high vacuum systems. In the absence of surface contamination, the angular distribution of scattered N 2 , H2 or Ar beams become more p'eaked wi th decreasing surf ace temperature.
'CSee Fig. 4 ) Thus, the small temperature difference cannot account for the markedly different epergy acconnnodation of the incident molecules, but it must be the result of the presence of the adS'orbed CO which changes the nature of the molecular collision dynamics.
In many surface reactions the rate determining step is that of the adsorption of reactants. Our experiments indicate that the residence time of the incident molecules can be greatly increased by "contaminating" the surface with CO. Other diatomic or polyatomic molecules that provide the same efficient TB-V S channel for energy accommodation should be equally effective in increasing the residence time. Thus , the reaction probability should markedly increase in the presence of these impurities for reactions where reactant adsorption is the rate determining step. .....
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